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The Future of Specifications 
BIM… BIM… BIM… anybody talking specifications? 

Specifications integrated within BIM design environment? 

From paper to digital deliverables? 



1) Lead a discussion within the firm to consider project workflow 

requirements to support specification automation. 

2) Discuss the concepts of integrating specifications with BIM. 

3) Discuss the concepts of making specifications digitally 

accessible to all project participants. 

4) Discuss the concepts of how product manufacturers might 

deliver product information to specifiers and designers in a more 

useful format. 

AIA Learning Objectives 



Please use the Chat box in the GoToWebinar app pane to submit a 

question. 

Questions will be answered at the end of the webinar as time allows. 

When able, all questions will be sent to the speakers for written 

response and published on the TAP website.  

 

 

Got Questions? 



This presentation is protected by US and International Copyright 

laws. Reproduction, distribution, display, and use of the presentation 

without permission of the speaker(s) is prohibited. 

Copyright Statement 



“AIA Knowledge” is a Registered Provider with The American Institute of 

Architects Continuing Education Systems (AIA/CES).  Credit(s) earned on 

completion of this program will be reported to AIA/CES for AIA 

members.  Certificates of Completion for both AIA members and non-AIA 

members are available upon request. 

 

This program is registered with AIA/CES for continuing professional 

education.  As such, it does not include content that may be deemed or 

construed to be an approval or endorsement by the AIA of any material 

of construction or any method or manner of handling, using, distributing, or 

dealing in any material or product. 

 

Questions related to specific materials, methods, and services will be 

addressed at the conclusion of this presentation. 

AIA/CES Compliance Statement 



      

     All attendees will be eligible to receive: 

    1.0 LU (AIA continuing education) or  

    1.0 Supplementary Experience for Elective Hour (IDP) 

 

All attendees at your site will submit for credit by completing the webinar 

survey/report form. The URL to the survey/form will be emailed to 

attendees/registrants at the end of the presentation. Certificates of 

Completion can be downloaded at the end of the survey. 

Continuing education questions can be directed to tap@aia.org.  

AIA/CES Reporting Details 
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Let’s start the discussion… 



The Future of 
Specifications 

Robert Paul Dean, AIA, CSI, CCS 
Building Systems Design, Inc. 



Do Specifications 
Even Have a Future? 

 Some people expect that construction 
specifications will go away altogether 
when BIM becomes more prevalent: 

 A Building Information Model (BIM) in 
theory could contain all the 
information needed to construct a 
building, including detailed information 
about every product. . . 
 



Do Specifications 
Even Have a Future? 

 There are a few little problems with 
that idea, however: 

 For example, where would we put all 
the administrative details, such as 
sample submittals and quality control 
requirements?  
And how would we handle the issue of 
legal documentation if all the data 
about a building were encapsulated in 
a modifiable BIM?  



Do Specifications 
Even Have a Future? 

 Specifications as legal documents will 
continue to be required for the 
foreseeable future. . . 

 But the future of specifications is 
inextricably tied to the future of BIM  



What  is BIM, anyway? 

 First, a definition*: 
 A Building Information Model (BIM) 

is a digital representation of 
physical and functional 
characteristics of a facility. As such 
it serves as a shared knowledge 
resource for information about a 
facility forming a reliable basis for 
decisions during its lifecycle from 
inception onward. 
 

*From the official NBIMS 



 First, a definition*: 
 A basic premise of BIM is 

collaboration by different 
stakeholders at different phases of 
the life cycle of a facility to insert, 
extract, update or modify information 
in the BIM to support and reflect the 
roles of that stakeholder. The BIM is 
a shared digital representation 
founded on open standards for 
interoperability. 
 

*From the official NBIMS 
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What  is BIM, anyway? 
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 How is BIM different from 3D 
modeling? 

 Some 2-D & 3-D CAD programs do store 
material or product properties other than 
those needed for graphical 
representation 

but… 
Many properties of products needed for 

specifying completely are not relevant to 
graphical representation and would 
unduly burden the modeling software 

What  is BIM, anyway? 



For example, in Autodesk’s Revit, the door 
objects provided include height, width, 
thickness, and swing direction. . . 

 
but. . . 

 
They don’t include much of the basic 

information needed for cost estimating 
and specifications applications, such as: 

Wood or metal? 

What  is BIM, anyway? 



In addition, the drawings do not include 
all elements that would need to be 
specified, scheduled, and estimated 

 
Nor do programming, specifications, cost 

estimating, and scheduling tools include 
any of the graphic elements that would 
need to be included in a comprehensive 
building information model (BIM) 

What  is BIM, anyway? 



There are two fundamentally different 
concepts for storing BIM data for use in 
different applications: 

• Centralized data concept (in 3-D CADD) 
• Distributed data concept with linkage 

What  is BIM, anyway? 



A “Traditional” View of BIM 

What  is BIM, anyway? 



What  is BIM, anyway? 
A More 
Realistic View 
of BIM 



How Can Linkage Be Achieved? 
 Linking dissimilar construction 

applications for automated transfer of 
useful data requires that: 
• The applications be relational databases 
• The relevant objects (products, 

assemblies, spaces, etc.) be identified or 
tagged with unique identifiers (GUIDs) 

• The GUIDs in turn should ultimately be 
linked to a central data repository based 
on a standardized set of properties   



To achieve true interoperability between dissimilar 
applications, each of the linked programs must incorporate 
or be based on a relational database, because detailed 
linkage requires access to individual records 



Specifications in a relational database, for example, 
allow for very focused connections and updating to 
individual paragraphs and choices within them 



Cost estimating in a relational database also allows for very efficient 
updating and focused changes from other programs, e.g., 3-D CADD; 
products identified by GUIDs and their associated quantities could 
automatically help populate a project cost estimate – and be updated 
automatically as the design changes 
   



CSI standard formats, especially UniFormat, MasterFormat, 
and OmniClass are logical candidates to form the basis for 
the central GUID taxonomy 



Is There Currently any Linkage? 

 There are only two commercial systems 
on the market demonstrating a level of 
interoperability between BIM & specs: 
• e-SPECS® by InterSpec 
• BSD SpecLink®-E & BSD LinkMan®-E by 

Building Systems Design, Inc. 



What They Have In Common 

 They both employ a “translator” or 
interoperability manager between 
BIM objects and spec text 
• e-Specs uses “mappings” and a section 

checklist to “bind” BIM Assembly Codes 
to corresponding specification text 

• BSD LinkMan uses a master database of 
assemblies and products that are linked 
to BIM elements (by unique name) and 
to individual specification paragraphs 



What They Have In Common 

 They both provide “keynotes” to 
relate Revit elements to 
corresponding specifications 
• e-Specs extracts relevant keynotes from 

the project specifications 
• BSD LinkMan provides a BIM keynote 

manager with suggested master 
keynotes 



How Are They Different? 

 There are many differences, which 
are best explained by their 
respective owners. . . 



For more information on BSD SpecLink-E 
and BSD LinkMan-E 

or other BSD Products… 
888-BSD-SOFT 
(888-273-7638) 

www.bsdsoftlink.com 

Thank you for your attention! 

http://www.bsdsoftlink.com/speclink/sl_frame.htm


The Future of Specifications

From document management to 
information management

InterSpec Copyright 2013

Michael Brennan
InterSpec, Inc.



From document management to information management so the 
specification data can be made available to a wide variety of users 
and applications in the form they need it, when they need it, where 
they need it.

InterSpec Copyright 2013



Specification management advancements has been traditionally 
focused on managing documents, not necessarily the data 
contained in those documents.

• Improved word processing

• Better standards and taxonomy
- MasterFormat, PageFormat,  Section 

Format etc.

InterSpec Copyright 2013



This was perfectly adequate when the constructions drawings 
were paper or graphical based and the coordination to the specs 
was by drawing reference.

Project 
SpecificationsAnnotations &

Keynotes

InterSpec Copyright 2013



Building Information Modeling (BIM) has transformed design 
into an information based process facilitating contextual 
integration between the models and specification data.

• The focus of BIM is on the 
management of the information that is 
used to build the graphical 
representations.  

• Similarly, if the focus on the 
specifications was on the data that 
make up the specifications documents, 
that data can be better accessed to 
support a multitude of downstream 
applications.

InterSpec Copyright 2013



More recent model integration and management of 
specifications documents in queryable SQL databases has 
greatly improved the development and coordination process.

InterSpec Copyright 2013



However, the distribution and access to the specifications are 
still mostly centered around text-based section documents with 
limited direct access to the spec data for other applications.

• Access to the specification 
information is still primary text-
based by the exchange of .pdf 
or .doc files.

InterSpec Copyright 2013



Future technological advances will be focused on integrating BIM 
applications more directly with the specification DATA, not just 
better ways to manage and distribute specification documents.

InterSpec Copyright 2013

• The information locked up in the 
specification documents is required by 
downstream disciplines and there 
needs to be a better way to access it.

Downstream

Applications



Data Views

The specification data will be better structured to facilitate 
integration among various applications and user specific views. 

InterSpec Copyright 2013

Spec  Data

Industry applications data exchange:  
• Proprietary app-to-app data exchange 

where no standards exists.
• Evolving standard data templates: SPIE and 

COBie are two good examples underway.

User specific data view templates, 
from the model context if available:
• Contract documents: full project 

manual view of specifications.
• Owners:  outline view.
• Builders: specific product, material and 

services data available from the model 
context. 

• Subs: only the specific trade info.
• Estimators, Fabricators, BPMs, etc, etc.

Industry
Applications



The specification data will be more tightly integrated with the 
models during design and more readily accessible from the model 
context.

Spec Spec 
Module

Model Applications

• Model Information can be hard to access and understand without linked 
specifications (and vice versa) and they should be developed together.

InterSpec Copyright 2013



Spec Spec 
Module

Model Applications

Spec Database

• Project Data

• Prod/Mat Data
-Element ID
- Spec Data

This DOES NOT mean adding all the spec data to the model.

• The models and specifications should be developed together (as they always 
have been) but the specification data should remain external and available 
to all construction disciplines.

InterSpec Copyright 2013



The specification data will be more readily and securely 
accessible to many widely dispersed users and applications.

InterSpec Copyright 2013

• The expectation of an 
increasingly connected world 
will drive adoption of 
construction data in the cloud.

• High demand project delivery 
like IPD will continue to 
increase the demand for 
access to shared data by those 
that need it, when they need it 
and in a format they need it,  
SECURELY.



For example, when the designers, estimators, or facilities 
managers applications need information contained in the 
specifications, it should be accessible from a data table, not 
require a separate installation of the data or accessed from a 
hard-copy of a spec document.

InterSpec Copyright 2013

Spec Data

Model
Applications 

Estimating
Applications 

FM
Applications 



Model and project data access at job sites is standard and mobile 
apps are becoming popular as well, further driving the need to 
have specification data tailored to the user.

• Access to the specific element 
data, not a 1000 page pdf file 
will be/is critical.

• Visual context where applicable 
will be key to better 
maintenance and use of 
specification information.

Spec Data

Web Service

InterSpec Copyright 2013



For the contractor that needs information about the concrete 
columns on the job site…  (highlighted in blue in the model)

InterSpec Copyright 2013



…or perhaps the details about the slab-on-grade…

InterSpec Copyright 2013



…they should be able to access the specific specification data 
directly from the visual context...

InterSpec Copyright 2013
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…and any other desired information, like installation details…

InterSpec Copyright 2013
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Installation

Data Sheets



…product data sheets, or any other information that is contained 
in the specifications or referenced from the specifications for the 
specific product or material element of interest.

InterSpec Copyright 2013

Details

Submittals
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References

Installation

Data Sheets



This is certainly more efficient than lumping all similar elements 
together…

InterSpec Copyright 2013



…and parsing the desired information from a pdf document.

InterSpec Copyright 2013



The specifications are required by all disciplines and getting the 
information to the project team members when they need it, 
how they need it and where the need is the opportunity ahead.

Building
Model

Estimating
Purchasing

BPM Data

Facilities
Mgmt

Construction
Mgmt

Fabrication Specifications

InterSpec Copyright 2013



The Future of Specifications
From document management to 

information management

Thank You!

InterSpec Copyright 2013



The	  Future	  of	  Specifica1ons	  Webinar	  
BIM,	  Specs,	  SPie	  and	  COBie	  

February	  2013	  

Presenter:	  	  Mark	  Kalin	  FAIA	  FCSI	  CCS	  LEED	  AP	  
Kalin	  Associates	  Specifica;ons	  

Former	  Chair,	  AIA	  Masterspec	  Review	  CommiBee	  
Former	  Chair,	  AIA	  Specifica;ons	  Prac;ce	  Group	  
Former	  Chair,	  CSI	  Na;onal	  Technical	  CommiBee	  



What’s	  a	  Spec?	  
What’s	  a	  Property	  Set?	  
What	  goes	  into	  BIM?	  

Product	  
Literature	  



Page	  2	  has	  the	  info	  
Designers	  and	  
Specifiers	  and	  
Contractors	  
really	  need	  



CSI	  Masterformat	  

3-‐part	  sec;on	  format	  
with	  the	  same	  info	  
as	  in	  the	  product	  
literature	  



CSI	  Format	  
(page	  2	  of	  spec)	  



BIMformat	  

Same	  product	  	  
info	  goes	  into	  the	  
BIM	  Model	  

SPie	  
Specifier’s	  
Proper;es	  
Informa;on	  
Exchange	  



©	  	  

Programming	  

Conceptual	  	  
Design	  

Detailed	  Design	   Analysis	  

Documenta;on	  

Fabrica;on	  

Construc;on	  
4D/5D	  

Construc;on	  
Logis;cs	  

Opera;on	  and	  	  
Maintenance	  

Demoli;on	  

Renova;on	  

Building	  
Informa;on	  
Modeling	  



Project	  Informa;on	  is	  distributed	  in	  mul;ple	  formats,	  and	  changes	  over	  ;me	  	  

BIM	  as	  Design	  Model	   BIM	  as	  Produc;on	  Model	   BIM	  as	  Asset	  Management	  	  Model	  

Design	   Bid	   Build	   Operate	  

Schema1c	  
Drawings	  

BiM	  

Design	  Dev.	  
Drawings	  

Renderer	  

Construc1on	  
Drawings	  

Products,	  
Assemblies	  

Specifica1on	  
Schemas	  

Conceptual	  
Cost	  

Specifica1on	  

Classifica1ons	  
e.g.,	  	  

Masterformat	  

4D	  
Simula1on	  

Cost	  
Es1mates	  

Asset	  
Mgmt.	  

Spaces,	  
Resources	  

Building	  
Performance	  

Cash	  Flow	  
model	  

Maintenance	  
schedule,	  budget	  

Renova1on	  
Program	  

BiM	  

Product	  
Costs	  

Planner	  
Detailed	  

Construc1on	  
Costs	  

As-‐builts	  

Cost	  
Es1mator	  

Bids	  

Schedule	  



CSI	  and	  its	  formats…	  

Na1onal	  CAD	  Standard	  

Page	  &	  Sec1on	  Formats	  



Bidding Pre-project 
Planning 

Preliminary 
Design Procurement Construction Operations Design 

Information Formats and Standards 

GreenFormat 

National CAD 
Standard 

OmniClass 

MasterFormat 

UniFormat UniFormat 

SectionPageFormat 

Cost estimate 
Detailed Design, 

Specification, Product 
search, selection 

Bid 
packages, 

price 
discovery 

Purchasing, 
Scheduling, 

Change mgmt  

Conceptual 
Design, Cost 

Planning 

Asset modeling, 
Facility mgmt. 



Procurement  
Rqmts 

•  Invitation  
to Bid 
•  Instructions  
to Bidders 
•  Info Available  
to Bidders 
•  Bid Forms 
•  Bid Security 

Contracting 
Rqmts 

•  Agreement 
•  Performance 
Bond 
•  Payment 
Bond 
•  Certificates 

Conditions 
of Contract 

•  General 
Conditions 
•  Supplementary 
Conditions 

Contract 
Modifications 

•  Architect’s 
Supplementary 
Instructions 
•  Construction 
Change  
Directives 
•  Change Orders 

Document Relationships 



SPie	  
Specifiers	  Proper;es	  Informa;on	  

Exchange	  

• 	  	  	  USACE	  /	  NASA	  /	  OBO	  /	  NIBS	  /	  SCIP	  /	  CSI	  	  
• 	  	  	  Design	  Phase	  Decisions	  in	  the	  Model	  

• 	  	  	  Product	  Templates	  for	  Manufacturers	  



SPie 
SPie, the Specifiers’ Properties information exchange, was 
developed in 2007 and is actively managed by the 
buildingSMART alliance  

The objective of the SPie project is to create set of product 
templates that can be used by manufacturers to export product 
data into an open-standard format  consumed by designers, 
specifiers, builders, owners, and operators. This project extends 
manufacturers’ efforts in Building Information Modeling, e-
marketplaces, and standard identification tagging and delivers 
value through the entire supply chain. 

http://www.buildingsmartalliance.org/index.php/projects/activeprojects/32. 



COBie	  
Construc;on	  Opera;ons	  Building	  

Informa;on	  Exchange	  

• 	  	  	  USACE	  /	  NASA	  
• 	  	  	  Life-‐Cycle	  Capture	  of	  Informa;on	  

• 	  	  	  For	  Opera;ons	  and	  Maintenance	  



COBie 

COBie, the Construction-Operations Building information 
exchange, is the United States standard for the exchange of 
information related to manage building assets.  

There are over twenty commercial off the shelf software 
products that support COBie. These products cover the entire 
facility life-cycle from planning, design, construction, 
commissioning all the way to operations, maintenance, and 
space management. 

http://www.buildingsmartalliance.org/index.php/projects/activeprojects/25 



SPie	  Template	  for	  Linking	  UFGS,	  COBie	  and	  OmniClass	  
Specifiers	  aBributes	  from	  498	  UFGS	  spec	  sec;ons	  

January	  2013	  



UFGS	  SPie	  Template	  

January	  2013	  



UFGS	  SPie	  Template	  

January	  2013	  



Specifier’s	  Changing	  Role	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Sta;c	  	  

Specifica;on	  Writer	  

Knowledge	  Manager	  

Dynamic!



BIMspec 

Specifier’s 
Concerns 



•  Update	  of	  BIM	  during	  construc;on	  to	  reflect	  products	  
actually	  installed	  and	  facili;es	  mgmt	  data	  



Create	  a	  schedule	  



Create	  a	  schedule	  



Organize	  the	  schedule	  



Export the Schedule for Mark-Up 



5,000,000	  people	  	  
move	  to	  ci;es	  
every	  month	  

Triumph	  of	  the	  City	  -‐	  Ed	  Glaeser	  



BIM,	  Specs,	  SPie	  and	  COBie	  
mkalin@kalinassociates.com	  
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Q&A 

Rob Dean, AIA, CSI, CCS 

President 

Building Systems Design 

rdean@bsdsoftlink.com 

 

Michael Brennan 

President 

InterSpec 

mbrennan@e-specs.com 

 

Mark Kalin, FAIA, FCSI, CCS LEED 

President 

Kalin Associates 

mark@kalinassociates.com 

 

Please use the Chat box 

in the GoToWebinar app 

pane to submit a question. 

Michael King, FCSI, CCS 

Vice President of 

Engineering Specifications 

ARCOM 

mking@arcomnet.com 
Moderator 



AIA/CES Reporting Details 

The webinar survey/report form URL is listed in the chat box 

and will be included in the follow-up email sent to you in the next 

few hours.  

 

Report credit for all attendees at your site by completing the 

webinar survey/report form within the next 5 business days. 

You will be prompted to download a certificate of completion at 

the end of the survey. 

 

Learn about other AIA webinar offerings at 

http://network.aia.org/events/webinars/. 

 

http://network.aia.org/events/webinars/


“Thank you” for participating today! 

If you have a question about TAP programming,  

please feel free to contact us at: tap@aia.org 

 

Contact with the 10,000+ members of TAP on the AIA KnowledgeNet 

TAP Discussion Forum 

 

Did you know anyone can join AIA TAP Knowledge Community for free? 

Create an AIA.org account and add TAP under “My Knowledge 

Communities”  

mailto:tap@aia.org
http://network.aia.org/technologyinarchitecturalpractice/Discussions/DigestViewer/?ListKey=3fd93156-c5ad-4133-a41b-d383407d8d67
https://ams.aia.org/eweb/DynamicPage.aspx?WebCode=KCLoginEdit
https://ams.aia.org/eweb/DynamicPage.aspx?WebCode=KCLoginEdit
https://ams.aia.org/eweb/DynamicPage.aspx?WebCode=KCLoginEdit
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